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Introduction


3. Ibid., 34.


6. Here, and throughout the text, the term “local political and cultural elite” is used to refer specifically to the group of Socialists and Communists that came to power in Madrid after the death of Francisco Franco. Of course, there were other members of the political elite in the capital, particularly those on the right, who opposed any transformation of the capital after the end of the dictatorship.

7. Spain’s Socialist party, or the PSOE (*Partido Socialista Obrero Español*—Spanish Socialist Worker’s Party), was the national governing party in Spain from October 1982 to March 1996.
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2. Despite the foreseeable objections, I will use the term “regionalism” from this point forward to refer both to the three historical nationalities (Catalonia, the Basque Country, and Galicia) and to the other projects to create new regional
collective identities in other parts of Spain, for example in Valencia. This is done for clarity and consistency within the text.

3. The debates surrounding the definitions of “nationalism” and “regionalism” are extensive. Here and throughout the text, as a member of the “modernist school,” I understand nationalism as a tool “for autonomy, unity, and identity of a population deemed to constitute a nation.” John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith, eds., Nationalism: Critical Concepts in Political Science, vol. I (London: Routledge, 2000), 29. Likewise, just as I see nationalism producing nations and national identities, I use regionalism in this study to refer to the creation of an intrastate identity within the borders of a sovereign nation.


11. Ibid.


13. Ibid., 138.

14. While the post-1975 period continues to be overlooked, scholars have more recently begun to examine the development and functioning of Spanish nationalism in earlier periods. For example, José Álvarez Junco has argued that the appearance of the national idea of Spain, based in part on a distorted history of the Reconquest and of the Latin American Empire, did not occur until the late nineteenth century. See José Álvarez Junco, Mater Dolorosa: la idea de España en el siglo XIX (Madrid: Taurus, 2001). For a reappraisal of the intellectual origins and formation of Spanish nationalism under Franco, see Geoffrey Jensen, Irrational Triumph: Cultural Despair, Military Nationalism, and the Ideological Origins of Franco’s Spain (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2002).
18. Ibid.
21. Ibid., 144.
22. Ibid.
23. Despite the fact that most scholars discount the existence of Spanish nationalism and some kind of a Spanish national identity after 1978, empirical data show that the percentage of Spaniards that declare themselves to be opposed to a national Spanish identity has been very small. In fact, even in Catalonia, the Basque Country, and Galicia, the majority of a region’s population claims loyalty to both a regional and a national identity. See for example Xosé Manoel Núñez, “The Reawakening of Peripheral Nationalisms and the State of the Autonomous Communities,” in *Spanish History since 1808*, ed. José Álvarez Junco and Adrian Shubert (London: Arnold, 2000).
24. In addition to the works cited above, also see Miguel Platón, *La amenaza separatista. Mito y realidad de los nacionalismos en España* (Madrid: Temas de Hoy, 1994). In the realm of public opinion surveys, no one thought to ask the standard “dual identity” question in the region of Madrid until 1990, even though this question had been asked in practically every other region since the late 1970s, including in Andalusia, Valencia, and even Extremadura. For example, the question would read: “In general, do you feel more Valencian than Spanish, as Valencian as Spanish, or more Spanish than Valencian?” Public opinion researchers must have assumed, at least until 1990, that everyone living in Madrid simply felt Spanish; see, for example, Luis Moreno, *La federalización de España* (Madrid: Siglo XXI, 1997), 123–140.
25. By linking together the historical nationalities and newly created autonomous communities, it is not my intention to ignore some of the obvious differences between the two, nor is it to dismiss the claims for greater self-determination made by Catalonia, the Basque Country, and Galicia. Instead, my purpose here is to highlight the broad similarities in order to question the application of the center-periphery model in the Spanish context after the end of the dictatorship.
26. Michael Keating has suggested that, rather than representing something inherently new, such multiple geographical affiliations actually hearken back to the past: “These trends represent a step back in history, to an era of over lapping authority, multiple identity and complexity, before the rise of the modern state.” Michael Keating, “The Minority Nations of Spain and European Integration: A New Framework for Autonomy?,” *Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies* 1, no. 1 (2000): 31. It also should be noted that along with geographical identities, class and gender affiliations often make up part of this plural identity as well.
28. In contrast to this argument, many scholars, beginning with Juan Linz in the mid 1970s, have linked the persistence of regional identities and weak
Spanish nationalism in the late twentieth century to incomplete nation building in the nineteenth century; see Juan J. Linz, “Early State Building and Late Peripheral Nationalisms Against the State: The Case of Spain,” in _Building States and Nations: Analysis by Region_, ed. S. N. Eisenstadt and Stein Rokkan (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1973). In this view, regional identities in Spain, especially those manifesting themselves in the twentieth century, are seen essentially as remnants of the past, mainly premodern, and opposed to a “modern” national identity. Regionalisms thus represent a certain backwardness, caused by incomplete economic modernization and political consolidation in the nineteenth century. This incomplete nationalization thesis has been supported by a wide range of authors, including: Borja de Riquer, “La débil nacionalización española del siglo XIX.” _Historia Social_ 20 (1994); Payne, “Nationalism, Regionalism and Micronationalism in Spain”; Juan Pablo Fusi, _España. La evolución de la identidad nacional_ (Madrid: Temas de Hoy, 1999); José Álvarez Junco, “The Formation of Spanish identity and Its Adaptation to the Age of Nations,” _History and Memory: Studies in Representation of the Past_ 14, no. 1–2 (2002).

29. Eric Hobsbawm has persuasively argued that the emergence of new states and new forms of collective identity in this period was the result of “the weakening or collapse of previous states, and not as the product of some new wave of powerful nationalist movements or nationalist consciousness.” Eric Hobsbawm, “Nation, State, Ethnicity, Religion: Transformations of Identity,” in _Nationalism in Europe: Past and Present_, ed. Justo G. Beramendi and Xosé M. Núñez (Santiago de Compostela: University of Santiago de Compostela, 1994), 44.

30. Juan Linz has characterized the lack of an exclusively national or regional identity as a failure of both Spanish nationalism and the various regionalist projects within Spain. See Linz, “Los nacionalismos en España: una perspectiva comparativa.”

31. For example, Núñez has described the rise of new regionalisms (besides the three historical nationalities) after 1978 as a “fundamental contradiction” within the structure of the Spanish state. See Xosé Manoel Núñez, “Region Building in Spain During the 19th and 20th Centuries,” in _Region und Regionsbildung in Europa: Konzeptionen der Forschung und Empirische Befunde_, ed. Gerhard Brunn (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1996).


33. In his recent study of the 1992 Olympic Games, John Hargreaves offers a similar reading of the way multiple layers of identity—from the local to the national—can co-exist, and at times even reinforce one another, within the framework of a modern democratic nation-state. See John Hargreaves, _Freedom for Catalonia? Catalan Nationalism, Spanish Identity and the Barcelona Olympic Games_ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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3. For further information on the culture of repression during this early period of the Franco regime, see Michael Richards, _A Time of Silence: Civil War_
Notes


5. For further information on the urban and cultural history of Madrid from the turn of the century to the early 1930s, see Deborah Parsons, *A Cultural History of Madrid: Modernism and the Urban Spectacle* (Oxford: Berg, 2003).


7. No regional institutions existed under Franco, as the country was divided up into 50 fragmented local provinces. In addition, regional customs, languages, and education were all repressed. For an analysis of the Franco regime’s educational policies with regard to the regional question, see Carolyn P. Boyd, *Historia Patria: Politics, History, and National Identity in Spain, 1875–1975* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 232–301.


9. Ibid., 158.


17. Madrid’s five mayors under the Franco regime included: Alberto Alcocer, José Moreno Torres, José Finat y Escrivá de Romani, Carlos Arias Navarro, and Miguel Angel Gracia Lomas.


20. Municipal elections were held on April 19, 1979, 48 years after the last free municipal elections on April 12, 1931.


22. In addition to initially serving as the Concejal de Hacienda, Joaquín Leguina later became the first president of the new autonomous community of Madrid in 1983.


28. Tierno Galán was also made honorary president of the PSOE for a brief period of time in 1978 and was a representative in Congress until 1982.

29. After a late diagnosis, Tierno Galán underwent surgery for colon cancer in February 1985 and died less than a year later in January 1986, at 67 years old.

30. In the absence of official reform, local administrative authority in the capital was based on the previous *Ley de Bases de Régimen Local* and on Article 140 of the new Constitution: “The constitution guarantees the autonomy of the municipalities. They shall enjoy full legal status. Their government and administration are the responsibility of their respective town halls, made up of the mayors and councilors.” Newton and Donaghy, *Institutions of Modern Spain*, 147.


32. Ibid.

33. Madrid was not the only uniprovincial Comunidad to be created under the new autonomous framework. Other uniprovincial Comunidades include Asturias, the Balearic Islands, Cantabria, La Rioja, and Murcia.
34. For a concise history of Madrid’s process to become an autonomous community, see Pedro Fernández Vicente, Madrid en Comunidad (Madrid: Bitácora, 1989), 149–160.
38. Ibid., 69.
40. For further analysis of the division between Tierno Galván and the PSOE, see Antonio García Santesmases, “Enrique Tierno: una luz en el tunel,” Leviatán, no. 23–24 (1986); Masllorens, La herencia y humana de Enrique Tierno Galván, 111–116.
41. By the mid 1980s, the nation PSOE had clearly moved from a traditional socialist program to more of a pragmatic political platform. Focusing far less on the nationalization of industries and more on supporting the private sector of the economy, the PSOE pursued neo-liberal fiscal and monetary policies in order to promote economic development and widen its electoral appeal. The promise to create 800,000 new jobs also caused the party to break its promises to the country’s trade unions. By the late 1980s, many of the PSOE’s policies had become indistinguishable from the conservative neoliberal administrations in England or Germany.
42. Masllorens, La herencia y humana de Enrique Tierno Galván, 111–116.
46. In fact, when the PSOE eventually lost its absolute majority in the general elections of 1993, the party chose to form a governing pact with Catalan nationalists instead of with the far left.
49. See, for example, Tierno Galván, “Un ajedrez con Enrique Tierno,” 20.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
Chapter 3

1. The desire to remake the capital after the end of the dictatorship has already been identified in one of the most authoritative histories of Madrid. In the “Epilogue” to Madrid, historia de una capital, Santos Juliá, David Ringrose, and Cristina Segura briefly highlight the overwhelming need to “renovate [recuperar] the city” after the dictatorship. The reinstatement of Madrid’s festivals, the rebirth of street life, and a renewed interest in the city’s history and traditions were all part of a program to recuperate “the call signs [las llamadas señas] of identity” after the capital’s extended association with Francoism. Santos Juliá, David Ringrose, and Cristina Segura, Madrid, historia de una capital (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 2000), 572.

2. A good example of this kind of memory creation can be found in Carolyn Boyd’s article on collective identity in the region of Asturias. Boyd’s article describes how the memory of the Battle of Covadonga, fought in the eighth century, has been employed and contested, by both regionalists and nationalists, to claim a spectrum of collective identities throughout the twentieth century. See Carolyn P. Boyd, “The Second Battle of Covadonga: The Politics of Commemoration in Modern Spain,” History and Memory: Studies in Representation of the Past 14, no. 1–2 (2002). For an excellent discussion of the uses and misuses of “memory” and “collective memory” in the context of cultural history, see Alon Confino, “Collective Memory and Cultural History: Problems of Method,” The American Historical Review 102, no. 5 (1997).


5. For more on Tierno Galván’s notion of a cultural revolution, see “Conferencias de Sanroma y Tierno sobre la Revolución Cultural,” El País, April 29, 1980.


8. Tierno Galván’s understanding of “culture” in this regard is similar to the E. Inman Fox’s definition of the term: “the interpretation . . . of a way of thinking, feeling and behaving: an interpretation which is derived from the cultural products themselves—history, literature, art—which provide images and ideas for ordering behavior; or for defining ways of thinking and believing.” E. Inman Fox, “Spain as Castile: Nationalism and National Identity,” in Modern Spanish Culture, ed. David T. Gies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 25.
9. de Azúa, “Enrique Tierno.”
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
12. For a detailed discussion of Madrid’s citizen movement in relation to different forms of democratic citizenship, see Pamela B. Radcliff, Citizenship, Gender, and the Transition to Democracy (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, forthcoming).
14. Ibid.
17. de Azúa, “Enrique Tierno.”
18. Ibid.
22. Brown, Contemporary Nationalism, 34.
23. Ibid., 126.
25. For a further discussion about the predominance of ethnic nationalism over civic nationalism at the end of the twentieth century, see Chapter 6 in Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Jenkins and Sofos, “Nation and Nationalism in Contemporary Europe”; Brown, Contemporary Nationalism.
26. For a good example of how ethnic nationalism has been used to forge new collective identities in the Basque country, see Ludger Mees, “Between Votes and Bullets. Conflicting Ethnic Identities in the Basque Country,” Ethnic and Racial Studies 24, no. 5 (2001).
28. Ibid., 111.
29. Ibid., 112.
30. Ibid., 7. This statement also echoed a common slogan from the period: “No one is an outsider in Madrid [Nadie es forastero en Madrid].”
34. Ibid.
35. Ibid.
43. Ibid.
44. Ibid.
46. Ibid.
50. Ibid., 7.
51. The scale of the housing program was enormous. The *Plan General* called for the protection and rehabilitation of 7,000 housing units in the center and 25,000 units on the periphery, and the construction of 14,000 new units per year with a total of 112,000 after eight years. Ibid., 128.
52. Ibid., 128–133.
53. Ibid., 134–135.
54. Expansion of the public transportation system called for the creation of a network of suburban buses, with an “express” service, and the addition of 30 new kilometers and 42 new stations for Madrid’s metro. Ibid., 137.
55. Ibid., 140.
56. The expansion of city services called for the construction of 111 daycare centers, 116 athletic centers, 43 healthcare clinics, 51 retirement centers, 47 cultural centers, and 11 urban parks. Ibid., 136–140.
57. Ibid., 139–140.
58. Ibid., 95.
60. Ibid.
61. For a list of projects, see ibid.
62. Ibid., n. p.
63. Ibid.
64. Ibid. Also, for example, investment in public works in the city of Madrid increased from $29 million in 1979 to $115 million in 1982. See Joaquín Leguina, “Duro Sevillano,” El País, October 7, 1982.
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69. Ibid., 17.
70. Ibid., 18.
73. Ibid.
74. Ibid.
75. Scholars have recently argued that the construction and restoration of monuments tended to promote local or regional affiliations, and not a cohesive national identity, during the Restoration period. It appears as though what weakened nationalism in the earlier period was useful for promoting regional identity in the post-Francoist period. See Boyd, “The Second Battle of Covadonga”; José Álvarez Junco, Mater Dolorosa: la idea de España en el siglo XIX (Madrid: Taurus, 2001), 545–565.
77. Some other examples of the buildings restored included Banco Exterior de España (at Santa Catalina, 6), Residencia de Estudiantes (at Don Ramón de la Cruz, 4), Hemeroteca Nacional (Magdalena 10), and dozens of housing units (viviendas). For a comprehensive list of the restoration projects, see Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Plan Especial Villa de Madrid.
80. Ibid.
81. Ibid.
83. See ibid.
85. Otero, “Inversión sin precedentes.”
86. The derogatory term “banusadas” came from the real estate developer, José Banús.
89. Ibid.
90. In 1960, the 2,028,091 residents of Madrid produced 252,427 metric tons of waste. In 1980, the city’s 3,368,466 inhabitants created 810,147 metric tons of waste. The 20 year period saw a 320 percent increase in waste with only a corresponding 66 percent increase in population. Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Plan de limpieza de la ciudad de Madrid (Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Área de Urbanismo e Infraestructuras, 1984), 129.
91. In all, more than 3,000 new solid waste containers and 5,000 public waste-paper cans were installed in Madrid. See Ayuntamiento de Madrid, “Madrid se lava la cara,” Villa de Madrid, no. 76 (1983-II): 130.
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102. In conjunction with the PSI, the Plan de Acción Sur (PAS) also helped decrease the inequities of infrastructure and facilities between the northern and southern parts of the capital by giving pavement, lighting, and sewer systems to districts in the south. Ayuntamiento de Madrid, “Madrid se lava la cara,” 122.
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123. Many Tierno Galván’s early “chats” with the public were transcribed. See Tierno Galván, *Charlas de radio pronunciadas por el alcalde de Madrid*.

124. The *Bandos* were such a ubiquitous sight, in fact, that a political cartoon from the period likened their appearance on every available wall to out-of-control graffiti. Ayuntamiento de Madrid, *Bandos del Alcalde*, 23.
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the apparent dominance of neoliberalism at the end of the 1980s in a decidedly positive light, the opposite interpretation is, of course, possible. The triumphalism of liberal democratic regimes and the unquestioned embrace of the “logic” of the market can also be seen as limiting the possibility of pursuing political alternatives that would eventually lead to greater egalitarianism, social justice, and democratization. From this perspective, the perceived end of ideological alternatives represents not a victory for capitalism and the West, but a defeat for more progressive models of democracy.
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Conclusion


6. Beyond anecdotal evidence, it is difficult to link an increase of drug use directly with the *movida*. This task is made even more difficult by the fact that there is little information in general regarding drug use specifically in the capital during this period. However, one study from the mid-1980s showed that the proportion of young people in Madrid between the ages of 15 and 24 years that smoked marijuana on a regular basis increased from 19 percent in 1982 to 24 percent in 1985. See Amando de Miguel, “La juventud Madrileña de los años 80: la última invasión de los bárbaros,” in *Madrid, años ochenta*, ed. Rafael Sierra (Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 1989), 44.
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